
The Service Above Self Virtual Auc�on
Rotary Club of Tempe South

Bamboo Bed Sheet Set - Queen

Star�ng Bid $20.00

Retail Value $40.00  Donated by Denise Phillips

*** Shilucheng Cooling Breathable Bamboo Bed Sheets Set - Queen Size,1800

Thread Count Super Silky So� with 16 Inch Deep Pocket, Machine Washable, 4

Piece(Queen, Dark Grey)ðŸŒ™BAMBOO VISCOSE FIBERðŸŒ™our bamboo bed

sheet is made of 60% Bamboo and 40% Microfiber .Bamboo sheets are incredibly

cool and silky so�, so lying on them is like sleeping in a pool of cold water, allowing

you to sweep away your fa�gue and rejuvenate yourself in a

moment.ðŸŒ™ADJUST TEMPERATRUE & ABSORB WATERðŸŒ™ Bamboo has the

func�on of adjus�ng temperature and can absorb most of the heat in summer, so

that you can s�ll feel as cool as ice in hot summer. At the same �me, bamboo can

also absorb moisture, keep you cool and dry all night, and eliminate bad sleep

experience, which is the gospel of the people with night

sweats.ðŸŒ™AFFORDABLE LUXURYðŸŒ™With our Queen size 4 pc bamboo

sheet sets, we include 1 flat sheet 92" x 102", 1 fi�ed sheet 60"x80"x16",2 pillow

cases 20" x 30". This is the pinnacle of modern luxury bedding finally available at a

price that wonâ€™t bust your budget. Deep pockets that fit ma�resses up to 16"

deep These sheets grip and fit be�er than any other sheet set! It will never slide no
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deep .These sheets grip and fit be�er than any other sheet set! It will never slide no

ma�er how you twist and turn in your bed.Giving you the perfect res�ul nightâ€™s

sleep.ðŸŒ™EASY TO WASH CAREðŸŒ™unlike classic silk sheets, bamboo sheets

are durable and machine washable. Wash your bamboo sheets in cold water on a

gentle cycle. Dry at low temperature. To avoid wrinkling, take the sheets out of the

dryer and put them on the bed as soon as possible.


